
1a 
By skipping the opt-body and selecting the first operand of the xalt we get a positive trace of length 
20. 

1b 
Only the second operand of the xalt gives negative traces. The shortest negative trace of the assert is 
the empty trace. By the rule of weak sequencing it follows that the shortest possible negative trace is 
of length 20. 

1c 
By the rules of weak sequencing and the semantics of opt 

 !Readings 

 !Job schedule this month 

1d 
Same as 1c. 

1e 
Wrt the first operand of the xalt there are two possibilities due to weak sequencing: 

 ?Reading 

 ?Alarm off 

Wrt the fsecond operand of the xalt there are two possibilities due to weak sequencing: 

 ?Returning shipment 

 ?Returning shipment 

The last two events are on different lifelines. 

1f 
We only need to consider the second alt operand. Due to weak sequencing, we get ?Returning as the 
last event on the lifeline Truck Company, while there cannot be a last event on Truck Driver. With 
respect to the other lifelines any event may occur as the last event. 

2a 
It is a pure narrowing since the traces corresponding to skipping the opt-body are kept, while the 
traces that corresponds to executing the opt-body are made negative (the ones that are already 
negative remain negative). 

2b 
It is a supplementing since every inconclusive trace that is not in the semantics of the opt-body is 
made negative. It is also a narrowing since the behaviour corresponding to skipping the opt-body is 
made negative. 



2c 
It is a pure supplementing since the opt corresponds to looping either 0 or 1 time. 

2d 
The problem is that the state machine does not allow the body of the opt to be skipped. Hence, we 
need to add a transition from Init to await evidence with the decoration: 

 Alarm/Inspect 

2e 
It is not a refinement since the transition 

 Alarm still on/Inspect 

is specified as negative by the sequence diagram. 

2f 
Extend the xalt with a third operand that is not a refinement of the first two oprands. 

3a 
One possible solution: 

Major Bankruptcy of own company 
Large Own company suffers loss that it will take several years to recover from 
Medium Own company suffers a large loss, but it impacts only the bottom line for 

this year 
Modest Some loss for own company, but hardly visible on the bottom line 
Minor Only cosmetics effect on own company 

 

3b 
The minimum is 15:1y since there is no guarantee of separateness. F.ex. the bad guy and the angry 
guy may be the same person. 

3c 
If we have separateness we may add giving 25:1y as the maximum. 

3d 
By the leads-to rule it follows that f = 32:1y, which by the same rule imply c=0.125:1y. 

3e 
Integrity means that data in storage or communication is not altered/extended by unauthorized 
party. Nonrepudiation imply that we have absolute guarantee of integrity with respect to the logs of 
what has happened in the past. 
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